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Formula for Calculation of Theory Marks (Students of all courses)
Performance of student = 50 % of PP + 50 % of IP
a. Definition of Past Performance (PP)
PP = % of total marks obtained (include marks obtained in all heads for that semester)
in immediate previous semester (in case of semester pattern) or immediate
previous year (in case of annual pattern) appearance by the student
(% is to be calculated upto two decimals after commercial rounding off)
e.g. For Total marks 628 out of 900 PP will be 69.78 %
b. Definition of Internal Performance (IP)
IP = % of internal marks obtained by the student in current semester / year for
particular subject(s)
Internal marks can be obtained from the current performance (regular students)
evaluated by college for even semester or from the history as applicable
(% is to be calculated upto two decimals after commercial rounding off)
e.g. For internal marks 14 out of 20 IP will be 70.00 %
Theory marks are to be calculated in integer only after commercial rounding off
Important Note:
1. Students from First to Pre-final year: Results of fresh students for even semesters (2nd
4th 6th etc) will only be calculated. Odd semesters results (1st 3rd 5th etc) will not be
calculated and subjects of these semesters will be carried forward and examination for
such subjects will be conducted as and when situation is favourable to conduct
examination.
2. Regular and Repeater students of Final year / Semester: No Examination will be
conducted for final year / semester students. Result calculation formulae will be
communicated soon.
3. Backlog and Repeater students: The result for backlog subjects for even and odd
semesters will not be processed. Examination for such subjects will be conducted as
and when situation is favourable to conduct examination.
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A) Two semester courses like PGDHM, PGDCM, PGDMLM, PGDIEM etc.
No Examination for theory subjects for final semester as well as for previous
semester backlogs will be conducted by SPPU. Formulae for result calculation will be
communicated soon.
B) One year courses with Annual pattern like PGDIIB, PGDIBF, PGDIT, DTL, DLLLW, DCIPRL,
DCCL, CCINFMJ etc.
No Examination for theory subjects will be conducted by SPPU. Formulae for result
calculation will be communicated soon.
C) Four semester courses like MBA, MBA (IT), MBA (HR), MA, MCOM, M.Sc., M.Sc.
(Computer Science), PGDBM, M.Ed. (General) etc.
a. Fresh students of 2nd semester:
Result will be declared for these students with formulae.
Theory marks = A + B
A = PP * 50% of total marks obtained by student in previous immediate
semester.
B = IP * 50% of Internal marks obtained by students for particular theory
subject head
b. Final Semester fresh and repeater students and also having backlogs of previous
semesters:
No Examination for theory subjects for final semester as well as for previous
semester backlogs will be conducted by SPPU. Formulae for result calculation will
be communicated soon
D) Six semester courses B.Sc. all branches (2013 and 2008 patterns) B.B.A., B.C.A., BBM
(IB) etc.
a. Final Semester fresh and repeater students and also having backlogs of previous
semesters
No Examination for theory subjects for final semester as well as for previous
semester backlogs will be conducted by SPPU. Formulae for result calculation will
be communicated soon
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Result will be declared for these students with formulae.
Theory marks = A + B
A = PP * 50% of total marks obtained by student in previous immediate
semester.
B = IP * 50% of Internal marks obtained by students for particular theory
subject head
E) Eight semester courses B.E. B.Pharmacy etc.
a. Final Semester fresh and repeater students and also having backlogs of previous
semesters
No Examination for theory subjects for final semester as well as for previous
semester backlogs will be conducted by SPPU. Formulae for result calculation will
be communicated soon
b. Students upto 6th semester:
Result will be declared for these students with formulae.
Theory marks = A + B
A = PP * 50% of total marks obtained by student in previous immediate
semester.
B = IP * 50% of Internal marks obtained by students for particular theory
subject head
F) Ten semester courses Architecture, BALLB etc.
a. Final Semester fresh and repeater students and also having backlogs of previous
semesters
No Examination for theory subjects for final semester as well as for previous
semester backlogs will be conducted by SPPU. Formulae for result calculation will
be communicated soon
b. Students upto 8th semester:
Result will be declared for these students with formulae.
Theory marks = A + B
A = PP * 50% of total marks obtained by student in previous immediate
semester.
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Result Calculation Examples:
Example: M.A. Examination
1) Fresh students with backlog
Calculation of result:
Calculation for PP : Immediate previous semester performance
Subject Code

Internal External Total
(50)

(50)

10601

34

11

45 FF

10602

36

24

60

10603

36

20

56

10604

35

22

57

Total/ Out of

(100)

218/400

PP for 1st semester = 54.50%
Calculation for IP : Internal marks given by College for Current semester
Subject Code

Internal marks (out of 50)

20601

33

20602

32

20603

34

20604

36

Formulae to be applied for calculating current semester result
Theory marks = A + B
A = PP * 50% of total marks obtained by student in previous immediate
semester.
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theory subject head
Calculation of theory marks:
20601 : A = PP = 54.50 %
= 14 out of 25
B = IP = 33/50 i.e. 66.00% = 17 out of 25
Theory marks = A+B = 14+17 = 31 out of 50
20602 : A = PP = 54.50 %
= 14 out of 25
B = IP = 32/50 i.e. 64.00% = 16 out of 25
Theory marks = A+B = 14+16 = 30 out of 50
20603 : A = PP = 54.50 %
= 14 out of 25
B = IP = 34/50 i.e. 68.00% = 17 out of 25
Theory marks = A+B = 14+17 = 31 out of 50
20604 : A = PP = 54.50 %
= 14 out of 25
B = IP = 36/50 i.e. 72.00% = 18 out of 25
Theory marks = A+B = 14+18 = 32 out of 50
Backlog Subject(s)
10601 : Being odd semester subject marks calculation formulae is not
applicable. (Examination will be conducted within 120 days for
backlog subject(s) after commencement of next semester)
Result of student
Subject Code

Internal External Total
(50)

(50)

(100)

10601

34

* NA

10602

36

24

60

10603

36

20

56

Semester : 1
34 FF
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35

22

57

20601

33

31

* 64

20602

32

30

* 62

20603

34

31

* 65

20604

36

32

* 68

Semester : 2

Total/ Out of

466/800

2) Repeater for 2nd semester:
Examination will be conducted as and when situation is favourable to conduct
examination.
3) Fresh for both semesters together (Past performance not available and internal marks
available)
Calculation of result:
Calculation of PP : As student is appearing as fresh students for both
semesters no PP is available
Calculation of IP :
Internal marks given by College for current semester
Subject Code

Internal marks (out of 30)

10111

15

10112

12

10113

17

10114

12

10115

22

10211

16

10212

13
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10213

17

10214

12

10215

18

Examination for theory subjects will be conducted for 1st semester subjects as
and when situation is favourable to conduct examination.

Formulae to be applied only for 2nd semester subjects
Theory marks = A + B
A = Here PP is not applicable
B = IP * 100 % of maximum theory marks of the subject
So,
Theory marks = B
Calculation of marks
10211 : A = Not applicable
B = IP = 16/30 i.e.53.33% = 37 out of 70
Theory marks = B = 37 out of 70
10212 : A = Not applicable
B = IP = 13/30 i.e.43.33% = 30 out of 70
Theory marks = B = 30 out of 70
10213 : A = Not applicable
B = IP = 17/30 i.e.56.67% = 40 out of 70
Theory marks = B = 40 out of 70
10214 : A = Not applicable
B = IP = 12/30 i.e.40.00% = 28 out of 70
Theory marks = B = 28 out of 70
10215 : A = Not applicable
B = IP = 18/30 i.e.60.00% = 42 out of 70
Theory marks = B = 42 out of 70
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Subject Code

Internal External Total
(30)

(70)

(100)

Semester : 1
10111

15

NA

* 15

10112

12

NA

* 12

10113

17

NA

* 17

10114

12

NA

* 12

10115

22

NA

* 22

10211

16

37

* 53

10212

13

30

* 43

10213

17

40

* 57

10214

12

28

* 40

10215

18

42

* 60

Semester : 2

Total/ Out of

331/1000

G) Three year course - B.Com. (2008 and 2013 patterns), B.A. (2008 and 2013 patterns)
a. Final (3rd ) year students – Fresh with backlog from 2nd year and Repeater with
backlog from both years
No Examination for theory subjects for 3rd year will be conducted by SPPU. Formulae
for result calculation will be communicated soon
b. Second year Students (fresh)
Examination for theory subjects will not be conducted and Result will be declared for
these students with formulae (Performance of student = 50 % of PP + 50 % of IP)
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Past performance not available and present internal marks available
Calculation of Result:
B.Com.
Internal / Practical marks given by College for April 2020 session
Subject Code

Internal (out of 20)

2113

09

2123

11

2133

09

2143

09

2153

10

2223

11

Practical (out of 20)
13

12

Formulae to be applied
Theory marks = A + B
A = Here PP is not applicable
B = IP * 100% of maximum theory marks of the subject (UEX)
So,
Theory marks = B
Calculation of marks
2113 : A = PP not applicable
B = IP = 09/20 i.e. 45.00% = 36 out of 80
Converted into out of 60 = 27
Theory marks = B = 27 out of 60
2123 : A = PP not applicable
B = IP = 11/20 i.e. 55.00% = 44 out of 80
Theory marks = B = 44 out of 80
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B = IP = 09/20 i.e. 45.00% = 36 out of 80
Theory marks = B = 36 out of 80
2143 : A = PP not applicable
B = IP = 09/20 i.e. 45.00% = 36 out of 80
Theory marks = B = 36 out of 80
2153 : A = PP not applicable
B = IP = 10/20 i.e. 50.00% = 40 out of 80
Theory marks = B = 40 out of 80
2223 : A = PP not applicable
B = IP = 12/20 i.e. 60.00% = 48 out of 80
Converted into out of 60 = 36
Theory marks = B = 36 out of 60
Result of student
Subject Code
2113

Practical Internal External Total
09

27

49

2123

11

44

55

2133

09

36

45

2143

09

36

45

2153

10

40

50

12

36

59

2223

13

11
Total/ Out of

303/600
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G) Two year Annual pattern courses like B.Ed.(General) 2015 pattern etc.
a. Final year students – Fresh, Fresh with backlog from earlier year and Repeater with
backlog from both years
No Examination for theory subjects for final year will be conducted by SPPU.
Formulae for result calculation will be communicated soon
b. First year Students
Examination for theory subjects will not be conducted and Result will be declared for
these students with formulae (Performance of student = 50 % of PP + 50 % of IP)
i) Fresh
Past performance not applicable and present internal marks available
Theory marks = A + B
A = Here PP is not applicable
B = IP * 100% of maximum theory marks of the subject (UEX)
So,
Theory marks = B
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